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Hopscotch methods for elliptic partial differential equations 
A. R. Gourlay (*) and S. McKee (**) 
ABSTRACT 
This paper analyses hopscotch algorithms when used to solve elliptic partial differential equations. 
A comparison with standard methods is made for the model problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the application of the 
hopscotch algorithm to solve elliptic equations, and 
in particular Laplace's equation. Until recently it was 
believed that the iterative hopscotch algorithm was 
simply symmetric successive over-relaxation for some 
ordering of the mesh points; in a subsequent section 
we demonstrate hat this belief is not true and there- 
fore that the properties of hopscotch, when applied 
to elliptic probhms, should be studied in their own 
right. This paper is therefore afirst step in analysing 
and assessing iterative hopscotch. 
Our approach ere is to demonstrate he similarity of 
the two algorithms under study to two other three 
level methods whose convergence properties can be 
more readily analysed. This allows us to determine 
at least for the Laplace model problem optimum itera- 
tion parameters and asymptotic convergence rates. 
The relative usefulness of the methods of this paper 
when compared with other standard methods then 
follows. 
2. THE HOPSCOTCH ALGORITHM 
Consider the matrix set of equations 
AU=b (2.1) 
where A has some structure which will be:governed 
by the particular source of the linear System. We 
introduce the two stage hopscotch process 
(I + rI2A)U(n) = ( I -  rI1A)U(n-1) + k 1 
(I+ rl iA)U(n+ 1)= ( I -  rI2A)U(n) + k 2 (2.2) 
where k I and k 2 are suitably defined. The parameter 
r > 0 is chosen to accelerate he convergence of
U (n) to U. The matrices I 1 and 12 are fundamental to
the defmiti0n of the hopscotch process and satisfy the 
equations : 
11 + 12=1 
I 112 = 1211 = 0 
Moreover I i (i = 1, 2) is a diagonal matrix whose 
elements are either 0 or 1. 
The particular non-zero elements in 11 , 12 define the 
hopscotch process. For example ff we consider agrid 
(over a square region) with an even number of internal 
nodes (and here we shall only consider hopscotch for 
an even number of internal nodes) then for either odd- 
even hopscotch (OEH) or line hopscotch (LH) 11 has 
exactly the same number of zero as non-zero elements 
on the diagonal. In component form OEH is 
[1 - 0 .n.+l r (Sx 2 + 6y)] Uij = [1 + 0ij 
1j y 13 
(2.3) 
with 
0.n.= _~1 if n+i+j  isodd 
U / 0 otherwise (2.3) 
whereas LH is (2.3) to~ether with 
n= ~1 i fn+i (ornt j )  is odd 
0ij 0 otherwise (2.4) / 
The operators 8x 2 , 8 2 are the usual central difference 
Y 
operators in the x and y directions respectively. For 
further details of the hopscotch algorithm the reader 
is referred to the earlier papers by Gourlay [4], [5], 
Gourlay and McGuire [6], gane and Gourlay [3]. 
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Although (2.2) (and the special cases (2.3) and (2.4)) 
can be regarded as an iterative method for solving a 
general system of linear equations the particular 
interest of this paper is when this system arises from 
a five point finite difference discretisation of Laplace's 
equation. In this case U(. n7 is interpreted as an ap- 
proximation to Uij (theq(i, j7 component of U) at 
the point (iAx, jay), Ax and Ay being the mesh 
spacings in the x and y directions respectively. We 
shall have occasion to discuss the two space dimen- 
sional heat conduction equation when U(. n) will be 
interpreted as an approximation to the sol~ution of 
this equation at the point (lAx, jay) and at time 
nat, where At is the mesh spacing in the time direc- 
tion. Here r will be interpreted as the usual mesh 
ratio equal to At/(Ax) 2 if Ax = Ay which for con- 
venience we shall henceforth assume. 
3. SYMMETRIC SUCCESSIVE OVER-RELAXATION 
AND ODD-EVEN HOPSCOTCH 
- [ I - r [  0 iI A}U(n '={ I+r l I  0] A -}u(n ' l )+d l  
{ I ' r . [ I  01 At U(n+lT=[I+r[0 i]A}u(n)+d2 
where d 1 and d 2 are suitably defined constant vectors, 
or 
_[[I 0 (1_:71 ] - r [ :  : ]}  U (n7 
:{[.+.,io :] +. 
{[(1;r) I : ] - r [ :  :~_tU  (n` l )  
:[[: 01 (l+r) I 
It is generally believed (although only Gourlay [5] has 
hinted at it in print) that there is a connection be- 
tween OEH, and SSOR with o 1 ordering. We shall Let 
indicate here that although they are very similar L 0 1---lr 0 
there is in fact no connection. D = 
We shall assume that (see Young [1017 ( 7 
(a) The matrix A has property (A 7. 
(b) The ordering is the 01 ordering. 
If we are considering the Dirichht problem on the 
unit square with mesh points (lAx, jAy) the a 1 
ordering is obtained by "relaxing" first at all mesh 
points where i + j is even and then at all the points 
where i + j is odd. The effect of these two assump- 
(see, for example Sheldon [9]). 
Thus the SSOR method with a 1 ordering becomes 
u(nT=_[i_w [O 0]}-l_[(l=w)l+w[00 RT]}u (n=l) +d~. 
+ k 1 
u(n+lT=II-w[~ :];-~(1-w)I+w [0 R :]} U(n) 
+ k 2 
where k 1 and k 2 are suitably defined constant vectors. 
On the other hand a a 1 ordering of OEH results in 
,[0 i] 0] 
so that 
+r 
and D" = 
(3.2a, b) 
[ (1--~) I 0_1 I 
and premultiply (3.2a, b) respectively by D and D" to 
obtain 
f[I0 :] ~-(lr_-~ 7 [ :  : ]}  U(n7 
= + (i~_--~ --) u(n-17 
o ( 1-~-r 7r 
(3.37 
r U (n) d½ 
= + (1_--=7-) + (1 + r) I 
whered l=Dd 1, d 2= D'd  2 
It is now clear that no Choice of r as a function of w 
can give (3.17 . 
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Perhaps the "nearest" that can be obtained is to let 
r= w so that w= r 
l+w 1- r  
and observe that (3.3) becomes 
0 
( l+w) I 
+w [: 
+w 
We thus see, similar as they are, OEH is not the same 
as SSOR with a I ordering. 
4. THE IMPLICIT DU FORT FRANKEL SCHEME 
The Du Fort Frankel scheme for solving the two 
space dimensional heat conduction equation is 
( l+4r) u(n+l )  (n) +u(n) ,T(n) +U~;!I ]ij - 2r [Ui+l j  i - l j  + " i j+ l  - 
- (I- 4r) U!. n-l) = 0 (4.1) 
1j 
This two step explicit method is unconditionally 
stable, but requires for convergence that At -~ 0 faster 
than Ax -~ 0. 
As an implicit analogue of (4.17 we consider 
(1 + 4r) U (n+l) .. (n+l) u(n+l)  
ij -rtu/j-1 + i j+ l  ] 
2r [u~n)lj ,,(n) 1_ (1_4r7 u!.n-1) 
+ ~i+ lj j 1J 
- r  [Ui~-~) + U~;11 ) ] =0 (4.2) 
This method can be shown to have error 
+ + At 2 0 [At  2 Ax 2 (-~-~-x) ] like the DFF method. 
To check the stability of (4.2 7 we perform the usual 
yon Neumann analysis which gives 
[1+4r (1 -  1 it2 -~- cos 0)] - 4r cos ¢// 
1 - [1 -4r (1 - -~-cos  0 7 ]=0 
where 0 and ¢ may be considered as continuous real 
numbers, and/z is the amplification factor in time. 
For [/al < 1 we require 
[ l+4r (1 - -~cosO) ] -+4rcos¢- [ l -4 r (1  - cosO)]/>O 
[1+4r (1 -1cos0) l  + [1 -4r  (1 -1cosO) ]  f> 0 
These are simply the Schur-Cohn conditions for real 
polynomials. It is easy to see that these inequalities 
hold for all r and so the method is unconditionally 
stable (or more strictly satisfies the necessary condi- 
tion for stability for all r > 0 7. We shall henceforth call 
this method the implicit Du Fort Frankel scheme 
(IDFF). 
5. THE EQUIVALENCE OF HOPSCOTCH AND THE 
DU FORT FRANKEL SCHEME 
We first demonstrate he equivalence of odd-even 
hopscotch and the Du Fort Frankel scheme in a certain 
sense. Although this result is not new (Gourlay [5]) 
we give here a formal proof which makes clear 
precisely what we mean by the equivalence. 
Theorem 1 
Odd-even hopscotch is equivalent to the Du Fort 
Frankel scheme in the following sense :
(a 7 DFF must be started by using one step of OEH; 
(b) DFF must only be employed on alternate grids, 
i.e. n + i + j even. 
/ oof 
The proof is inductive. 
Consider an arbitrary point (iAx, jay ,  At) at which 
the solution has been calculated by the implicit 
formula, that is, by 
1 r u!'1) = [U(17 + U(1) + U(1) + u(1) ] 
lj i - l j  i+ l j  i j .1 i j+ l  
+ u!°.) 
x3 .I 
To calculate U!. 2) we employ the explicit formula 1j 
ij 
But since U~I+)j._~ & U(;t+)l.j_ have been calculated by an 
explicit formula we can eliminate U!I. 7 to obtain 1j 
(1+ 4r7 U~ ) - 2; (U}I-)lj + U~I)lj + U(1)i j+ l+ U(1) ) i j -1 
- (1  - 4 r7  U := '  = 0 
1J 
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This is of course the DFF scheme and so U! 2) can be 1] 
interpreted as having been calculated by DFF started 
in an odd-even hopscotch fashion. 
Consider now the point (lAx, jay,  nat) where the 
i and j are the same as above and n is such that u!n. )
U 
has been calculated by the implicit formula. Assume 
/ _ _x  
that the values U'? :  and have been i- i 3 1, J- 1 
calculated using DFF. We now apply OEH and obtain 
u!n. ) from the implicit scheme and U!. n+ 1) from the 
13 13 
e plicit scheme. Ag n e minating gives DFF 
and so by induction on n we have shown that OEH 
is equivalent to DFF subject o one provision. We 
stated that (iAx, jay,  nat)  was an arbitrary point at 
which U!. n) had been calculated by the implicit for- 
U 
mula. But only half the values of u!.n) are calculated 
U 
in this manner at the grid points (lAx, jay,  nat);  
the other half being calculated by the explicit method. 
Thus the equivalence is only true for half the points. 
The values U!. n) associated with the points (iAx, jay, 
U 
nat)  calculated by the implicit method are in fact 
calculated from the values 
U~j -1) , u~n21j , u~n_)lj , U~j)+I, U~)_ 1 
which have been previously calculated by DFF. Thus 
the values of u!n. ) are locally "filled-in" by the implicit 
method. I] 
In the next theorem we demonstrate he equivalence 
of line hopscotch and the implicit Du Fort Frankel 
scheme in a similar sense to theorem 1. 
Theorem 2
Line hopscotch is equivalent to the implicit Du Fort 
Frankel scheme in the following sense :
(a) IDFF must be started by using one step of LH 
(b) IDFF must only be employed on alternate lines, 
i.e. n + i even. 
Proof 
The proof is inductive and similar to that of theorem 1. 
Consider an arbitrary line of points f lax, jay, At), 
j = 1 ..... N at which the solution U~I.) has been cal- 
culated by the implicit formula, thla~ is, by 
[1 - r  (~i2+ ~iy2)] U!]) = uIO. , j=  I : . . . ,N  
1]  ' 
or, globally, by 
[(1 + 4r) I - rB IU} 1) - VU(1)' i-1 ÷ U(1)i+I"=U~ 0)
(s.i) 
where 
0 
1 
B= 
1 
0 1 
I 0 1 
U (n) 
i l  
and u!  n) = 
1 
N xN U (n) 
iN  
Here N is the number of internal grid points and is 
chosen such that 
(N + 1) Ax = 1 
To calculate U! 2), j = 1 ..... N, we employ the explicit 
formula U 
i 3 l] ' J = 1 ..... N 
or globally 
9 r ~u (1) + (5.2) 1 U(1) ) U!2)=[ (1 -4r ) I+rB]U1 )+ ' i -1 i+1 
Premultiply (5.1) by [(1 - 4r) I + rB] and (5.2) by 
[(1 + 4r) I -  rB] and add the result to obtain 
[(1 +4r) I - rBlU~ 2)-  [(1-4r) I + rB] U! O) 
1 
- [(1 + 4r) I -rB] [(1-4r)  I + rB] U(: ) 
- r  [(1+ 4r) I - rB] [U (1) u!l)l] i -1 + 1+ 
- r [(I - 4r) i + rB] [u(1)i-I + ui(1)+ i] 
+ [(1-4r) I + rB] [(1-4r) I - rB]  U(. 1) = 0 
I 
which gives 
[(1 + 4r) I - rB] U~ 2) 2r (U (1) U (1) i-1 + i+ 1 j ~ 
- [ (1-4r)  I + rB]U! 0)= 0 
1 
This is of course the IDFF written in global form and 
so U!2. ) can be interpreted as calculated by IDFF 
13 
started in a line hopscotch fashion. Consider now the 
points (iAx, jay,  nat),  j = 1 ..... N where i is the same 
as above and n is such that u!n. ) , j = 1 ..... N, has 1j 
been calculated by the implicit formula. Assume that 
the values of u~n)lj , ' . _  j= 1 ..... N have all been 
calculated by IDFF. We now apply LH and obtain 
U~ n) , - - j = 1 ... . .  N, from the implicit scheme and 
z j  
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u!n. +1), j = I ..... N, from the explicite scheme. As 
1] 
before elimination of u~n)t gives the IDFF and by SO 
J 
induction on n we have shown that the LH is equiva- 
lent to IDFF subject o one provision. We stated that 
(iAx, jay ,  nat) ,  j = 1 ..... N were  arbitrary points 
at which U! :  ) "  had been calculated by the implicit 
formula. But only half the values of U~ n)'- are calcu- 
lated by the explicit method. Thus the equivalence is
-d  
only true for half the points. The values of u!n. ) 
x3 
associated with the points (iAx, jay ,  nat )  deter- 
mined from the implicit method are in fact calculated 
from the values U~ n-1)'J U(:+ )_lj' U(n) ~" i - l j ' J  = 1 ..... N 
which have been previously calculated by IDFF by 
assumption. Thus the values of u!n. ) j = 1 .... N, Ij ' 
are locally "filled-in" by the implicit method. 
It must be stressed that this equivalence will not 
necessarily hold for all problems which are other than 
the model problem. 
These two theorems really define a novel "splitting" 
of the DFF and the IDFF schemes. This "splitting" is 
strongly connected with the idea of  auxiliary methods 
in ordinary differential equations. (Donelson and 
Hansen [2]). For example we can solve 
y" = f [t, y (t)] 
by the alternate use of 
Yn+l - Yn = h fn+l  ' n odd (5.3a) 
Yn+l -Yn = h fn '  n even (5.3b) 
in the usual notation (see Lambert [8]). 
It is easy to show that (5.3) is a discretisation which 
is both A-stable and of order h 2. Thus the alternate 
use of two schemes yields greater accuracy without 
any loss in the A-stability of the implicit scheme 
(5.3a). 
By employing three schemes cyclically one is able to 
produce even greater accuracy (see for example, 
Albrecht [1]). It thus seems likely that better hop- 
scotch-type or cyclical schemes exists for solving 
partial differential equations. 
6. OPTIMUM PARAMETERS FOR CONVERGENCE 
In this section we prove two theorems which show 
that both OEH and LH converge for all r > 0. These 
theorems also give us the optimum value of r (for the 
model problem) for which we have fastest convergence. 
The model problem which we consider is that of solv- 
ing the Dirichlet problem for 
~2u 32u 
~ +  =0 
x 2 ~ y2 
on the unit square [0 < x, y < 1]. The square is 
covered by a uniform grid with mesh spacing Ax = Ay 
in both space directions where (N + 1) Ax = 1. The 
point (x, y) is an internal grid point if 
(x, y) = (iAx, jay )  (1 <~ i, j < N) 
where i, j and N are positive integers. For simplicity 
hereafter we will assume N is even. 
Theorem 3 
Odd-even hopscotch applied to the model problem 
converges for all r > 0 and has an optimum value of r 
given by 
r* ----- 1 
4 sin (N--~-T) 
Proof 
We have already demonstrated the equivalence of DFF 
and OEH in a certain sense. It is clear therefore that we 
need only examine DFF. We shall have convergence 
if I#[ < 1 in the equality 
(1 + 4r)/~2 _ 4rA# - (1 -4r )  = 0 
Sff t~  where A = cos ~ + cos N-~T '  s, t = 1 . . . . . .  N 
It is easy to see that 1/2 
[/~1= 4riA[ + {16r 2 A 2 + 4 (1 -16r2) )  
2 (1 + 4r )  
i f r~<f= 1 1 
4 (1-  A2) 1/2 
and that 
[~t[2_ 16r 2 -1  ff r> i .  
(1 + 4r) 2 
We now observe that [~t[ = 1 at r = 0 and as r -~ oo. 
Also since 
(1 + 4r) I/~[ 2 -4 r  [AI ~g[ - (1 -4r )  = 0 
we can show that for r < 
3 [gl =-  ([ #[2 _ [A[ [/~[ + 1)/[2[/1[ ( l+4r ) -4 r  [A]] 
ar  
showing that there are no turning values in 0 < r < ~, 
and further, that 3 [#[ < 0 may be deduced easily. 
3r  
Similarly we find 8 r I/1[ > 0 for ~< r< oo. A graph 
i for this case. of  show  in 1 where Z = 
We see that the method will converge for all r > 0. To 
determine an optimum r we must examine 
rain max [/~1 
r s~t 
It  is clear f rom fig. I that  r = ~ gives the smallest value 
of [g [. However ~ is a function of  s and t and [g [ will 
attain a maximum when ~ is as large as possible. 
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! 
I 
e :.. 
z 
Fig. 1. 
This will be so when s = t = I (or s = t = N) giving 
~=r*= 1 
} 1/2 
4 {4sin2[ 2 (~+1 ] c°s212(-2~+1 )] 
1 = 
4 sin (N---~-I) 
Theorem 4 
Line hopscotch applied to the modal problem con- 
verges for all r > 0 and has an optimum value of  r, 
given by 
r *= 1 
4V~ sin[ lr ] 
2 (N+ i)  
 oof 
We have already demonstrated the equivalence of IDFF 
and LH in a certain sense. It is therefore clear that we 
need only examine DFF. We shall have convergence if 
l//I < 1 in the equality 
__1 cos (N---~I)]) #2_4r  cos ( tlr , {1 + 4r [1 2 -N'+-~+ 1 ]/~ 
-{l-4rtl----Icos2 (N--~)]}=0' s,t=l,...,N 
t~ let Cs = cos (N-~I), Ct = cos (~-¥T-) 
It is easy to see that 
2r I ctl + (1 - 4r 2 [4 (1 - 1/2 Cs) 2 - c t  2] } 1/2 
= 
f i r<f  = 
1 + 4r (1-  !/2 Cs) 
1 
2 [4 (1 - 1/2Cs) 2 -Ct2] 1/2 
and 
16r 2 (1 -  1 /2%)2 - 1 
' "lgl 2= if r>f  
[1 + 4r (1 - 1/2%)]2 
Analysis similar to that above will show that I#t at r =0 
and r -~ oo has a value 1. ALso ~ I/~1 < 0 for 0 < r<~- 
ar 
and O I/~1 > 0 fo r r> ~. This is again expressed in
3r 
1 fig. I with z = -~ • 
We see that the method will converge for all r > 0. To 
determine an optimum r we must examine 
rain max I#1 
r S~t 
It is clear from the ~lgure that r = r gives the smallest 
value of  I~1[. However r is a function ors  and t, and 
so we see that 
= ICtl 
I/~/r = i 
[4 (1- l/2Cs )2 - Ct2] 1/2 + 2 (1 - 1/2%) 
It is clear from inspection that I#{r= ~ will attain its 
maximum when s = t = 1, giving an optimum r equal to 
r* = 1 
2 (4[1-1/2cos ( N-N-~)] 2 -cos 2 (~+1)}  1/2 
1 
4X/-2 sin( lr ) 
2(N+l)  
Table 1 
Method Roo 
Point Jacobi 1r2/[2 (N + 1) 2] 
Gauss Seidel 1r2/(N + 1) 2 
DFF or/(N + 1) 
IDFF X/2-~'/(N + 1) 
SOR 2¢tl (N+ 1) 
OEH 2~/ (N+ 1) 
ADI 2¢rl(N + 1) 
LH 2 x/21r/(N + 1) 
SLOR 2%/2rcl (N + I) 
The resuks of the above two theorems have been veri- 
fied computationally. It is now straightforward to
derive the asymptotic rates of convergence for the 
model problem for OEH and LH and to compare them 
with the equivalent rates for other methods. In table 1 
we display these asymptotic rates of  convergence. 
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The reason that the two hopscotch rates of convergence 
are twice those of this corresponding Du Fort Frankel 
algorithm follows from the equivalence theorems in 
section 5. Hopscotch only uses half the number of 
points that the equivalent method uses and therefore 
we claim it to be almost wice as efficient. The hop- 
scotch grids are also 'interfaced' giving effectively a 
double size space grid. Again the similarity of OEH 
and SOR etc. are to be observed. 
7. CONVERGENCE OF CLASSES OF HOPSCOTCH 
METHODS 
In an attempt o generalise convergence r sults for 
one hopscotch method to another it was found that 
classes of the method behaved similarly. In this sec- 
tion we give some convergence r sults in this rather 
general manner. 
We begin with the self evident lemma :
Lemma 1 
Let S N be the set of  N × N diagonal matrices which 
have precisely M of their diagonal elements equal to 1 
and (N-M) of them equal to 0. Let I 1 and I lbe any 
• N two members of this set S M. Then there exists a 
permutation matrix p(pTp= ppT = I) such that 
I1 = pTI1P and similarly 
12 = I -  I1 = PTP-pTIIP = pT(I- I1) P = pTI2P" 
We consider two hopscotch processes defined by I 1 
^ N 
and I 1 • S M and given by 
(I + rI2A ) U (n) = (I - r I iA  ) U (n- l )  + k I (7.1) 
(I + rI1A ) U (n+l )  = ( I -r I2A) U (n) + k 2 
and 
(I + rI2A ) u (n )= ( I - r l lA )  U (n- l )  + kl 
(I + r I lA  ) U (n + 1) = ( I -  rI2A ) U (n) + k2" (7.2) 
Replacing f I and I2 in (7.2) by their respective rela- 
tionships to 11 and 12 via P gives, after a little manipula- 
tion, using pTp = ppT = I 
pT [I + r 12PApT ]PU (n) = pT [I - r l IPApT ] PU (n- l )+ k l  
pT[i + r i iPApT]pu(n+ 1) = pT[ i_r  i2PApT]pu(n ) + k2 
Since pT = p-1 this may be written in the form 
[I + rI2PApT]pu(n) = [I-rIIPApT]pu(n-1) + Pk 1 
[I + rI1PAP T] PU (n + 1 ) = [I - r I2PApT ] PU (n) + Pk 2 
(7.3) 
Writing W (n) = pu(n), B = PAP T, d i = Pki, i = 1, 2 
this then becomes 
[I + rI2B]W(n) = [I - rI1B]W(n-1) +d l  
[ I+ r l iB]W(n+l)  = [ I -r I2B]W(n) + d 2 (7.4) 
which is of the form (7.1) with matrix B instead 0£ A. 
This can be stated as the following theorem : 
Theorem 5
N define two hopscotch methods for a If  I1, f l  • SM 
matrix A then the I 1 hopscotch method for A can also 
be regarded as an I 1 hopscotch method for B = PAP T, 
where P is such that I1 = pTI1P" 
It is important to realise that the transformation 
B = PAP T is unitary. Let us now consider what this 
result might infer. Suppose we use (7.1) to solve 
iteratively some system ALl = b with A positive definite 
Suppose further that we know the conditions for con- 
vergence of (7.1) (as we do for OEH and LH) and that, 
most importantly, these conditions of convergence 
depend only on the properties of A which are invariant 
under a unitary transformation (for OEH and LHthey 
only depend on the eigenvalues of A which will be 
independent under a unitary transformation). If this 
is the case, then the conditions for convergence of
(7.1) are the same as the conditions for convergence 
of (7.4) and hence (7.2). 
If the above properties of convergence hold we shall 
say that A has property ~2. We can summarise this 
with the next theorem : 
Theorem 6 
If the hopscotch process converges with property 12 
N N then it will converge for all 11 • S M • for some 11 • S M
Note however that results on rates of convergence etc. 
will not be the same. 
Equally we see that for time dependent problems all 
hopscotch methods in S N are either stable or unstable 
depending on whether A has property ~2 or not. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have attempted to give art analysis of the use of 
two hopscotch methods for tackling elliptic problems, 
and to demonstrate hat the method is worth consider- 
ing in comparison with other standard methods. When 
used for time dependent problems the method has the 
advantage of flexibility and moreover the ability to be 
easily used in difficult situations (nonlinearities tc.). 
The flexibility may be of value when solving more 
awkward elliptic equations, for example, those with 
cross derivatives. The reader is referred to Gourlay 
and McKee [7] for the use of  hopscotch to solve time 
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dependent problems with cross derivatives. 
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